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Engineering and Construction

companies suffer from low margins

and relatively low productivity, which

is a result of the industry’s traditional

operating model that is  not as

efficient as it could be.

Many of the optimization tools and

systems that other industries

adopted decades ago are only now

becoming widespread in the

construction sector; manufacturing

companies had already spent

billions of dollars to implement

improvement programs in order to

decrease their waste by just a few

percentage points, while construction

companies, with their high level of

waste, weren’t attempting a serious

enhancement.
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In light of the economic and political
turmoil that is affecting global markets
(and in particular the MENA markets),
phrases such as survival of the fittest, it’s a
cruel market, and cut-throat competition
have become part of our regular
vocabulary. 

However, does performing in a sluggish
market necessitate social and economic
Darwinism? Can a company’s well-being
be achieved only through brute force?
Is crushing the competition the means
to sustainability?

History has proven again and again that
survival of the fittest does not mean
survival of the brutal and strong. In recent
years alone, we have witnessed what
seemed to be untouchable giants fall
while other companies outperform
expectations. 

Moreover, with globalism eliminating the
proximity requirement for competition to
be relevant, adopting an aggressive
strategy that focuses on reactive
short-range tactical maneuvers to
destroy competition might prove to be
futile and extremely costly in times
when companies are operating at
subsistence levels. 

The fact of the matter is that the world
is continuously changing and now,
faster than ever. We have no chance of
controlling our competition let alone
our business environment. Survival and
sustainability in such conditions are for
the most relevant, most flexible and most
adaptive to change. Company success
will depend on a variety of elements. 

These include the companies that:
• Understand the particulars and dynamics
of their internal, transactional and
contextual environments and harvest
such understanding through developing
differentiating attributes to stand out
amongst the crowd
• Utilize strategic selections based on
gain through serving others and society
• Find value in reputation and base their
operations around ethics, truth,
transparency and integrity
• Recognize that customers are at liberty
to make decisions concerning their assets
and wealth, and that they can spend
their money in any way they please. At
the end of the day, with so many
companies bidding for the same piece
of the pie, it is the customers (and only
the customers) who will decide with
their dollar.  As a result, the focus must
revolve around decisions based on
customer service, care and satisfaction.
• Understand that core logic adds value
and work to continuously develop their
operating architectures, processes, and
activities and do so efficiently and
effectively
• Appreciate the importance of proactive
partnerships in increasing the strength
and agility of the business model and
understand the importance of these
partnerships in pooling capital investment,
know-how, and resources in the service
of one’s self and others
• Acknowledge people as a core value,
encourage employee engagement, value
employee satisfaction, and maintain
long lasting high-performance teams 
• Display high levels of leadership and
low levels of debt  

Unfortunately, human memory is short
and clouded with anxiety. To date, there
is an alarming tendency for companies
to retract into survival mode when faced
with hardship and change.  Within this
mode, companies intentionally default
in the very principles that have proven
to be the basis for sustainability, all for
the sake of preserving the status-quo.
Companies still try to control change
when change is not the problem.
Change is natural. Failing to adapt to
change quickly or not doing so at all is
the root of the problem. 

It is operating in line with the requirements
of the above recommendations that has
allowed MAN to thrive in good times and
outplay the competition in difficult ones. 

MAN’s flexibility, responsive, willingness
to adapt, ability to cope, and speed to
change are manifested in the company’s
several metamorphoses throughout its
history that has transformed MAN from
a family business to a family of businesses
while maintaining the same employee-
customer core values.

Today, MAN continues along the same
path with MAN management and staff
advocating and embracing change.  It is
presented through introducing leaner
and more effective concepts in order to
streamline and upgrade present busi-
nesses on one hand, while on the other,
exploring promising possibilities in
other service sectors.

Accordingly, it is only fitting that this
issue of MAN News puts emphasis on
the changes that MAN is entertaining at
present. 

Rayan Najjar
Operations Manager
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RAYAN NAJJAR

EDITORIAL

Survival 
of the Fittest
Performing in a
Sluggish Market



This multipurpose iconic project is a
mixed use development encom-
passing office areas, retail areas and
residences.

The project consists of three basements,
a ground floor, mezzanine, technical
floor, and 20 upper floors.

The project features an ultra high
performance concrete perforate facade
covering the north elevation of the
tower.

EL NAHR 
BEIRUT, LEBANON

General Contractor:
MAN Enterprise 

UPDATES FROM THE FIELD

Newly Awarded Projects

Client: Society El Nahr Construction 
Management Investment S.A.L.

Consultant: Samir Khairallah & Partners

Engineer: KOPIBAT 

Duration: 30 months

Start Date: September 2016
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The Project is implemented in an area of
499,181 m2 at Bou Fsila, Qatar. 

This project consists of the construction
of eight warehouses of total builtup area
107,690 m2, each warehouse consists
of a concrete substructure, slab on grade,
block walls up to 3.5m height and steel
structure with sandwich panel from 3.5 m
to 12.5 m height and roof.

Amenity buildings, annex zone
consisting of Mousalla, technical car
repair and shops, 14 service blocks,
sewage treatment plant, four gates with
guard houses, labor accommodations,
labor mosque and labor utilities including
all MEP services, infrastructure utilities,
hard and soft landscaping works and
roads with an approximate asphalt area
of 90,700 m2 and concrete parkings with
an approximate area of 51,000 m2.  

BU FSILA 
LOGISTIC VILLAGE
BU FSILA, QATAR

General Contractor:
MAN Enterprise 

Client: Ali Bin Ali Logistics SPC

Consultant: Erga Qatar

Duration: 18 months

Start Date: March 2015



UPDATES FROM THE FIELD

Newly Awarded Projects

Umm Obairiyah complex is a private
development project that extends
over almost 275,000 m2 land plot
featuring in its first part a vegetation
farm land with animal shed, store
building, and facilities including an
irrigation pumping station.

In the second part it consists of a 6,000
m2 castle, 2,200 m2 Majlis, a 2,000 m2

club house overlooking a 8,000 m2

artificial lake and bridge, a guest villa,
mosque,  execut ive  Ma j l i s ,  s ta f f
accommodation, service garage. The
different buildings are surrounded by a
full landscape extension with hardscape,
water features and soft plantation and
benefit from a 5 km internal road network
which is finished in granite and
supported by all the necessary infra-
structure services.

MAN scope covers the full construction
from Infrastructure & landscape, to
buildings superstructure & MEP systems
until complete fit out and interior finishes.

UMM OBAIRIYAH 
COMPLEX 
UMM OBAIRIYAH, QATAR

General Contractor:
MAN Enterprise 

Client: HE Ahmed Bin Abdulla Al-Mahmoud

Consultant:Architectural Consulting Group

Engineer:Hill top

MEP Contractor:Metrix Qatar

Duration: 12 months

Start Date: August 2015
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VILLAS AHMAD 
BIN ABDULLAH  
DOHA, QATAR

General Contractor:
MAN Enterprise 

Client: HE Ahmed Bin Abdulla Al-Mahmoud

Consultant:Architectural Consulting Group

Engineer:Hill top

MEP Contractor :Metrix Qatar

Duration: 7 months

Start Date: October 2015

The project consists of the refur-
bishment of H.E. Sheikh Ahmad bin
Abdullah Al Mahmoud Private
Residence Villas at Pearl Island, Fanar
Fayrouz Area. The Residence erected
over 5 plots with a total area of around
6,500 m² for villa 13 and 1,600 m² for
villa 12 and include a basement, a
ground floor, first floor and penthouse.

MAN Enterprise scope of work is to
apply all necessary rectification and
adjustment to the existing works inside
the villas and continue the remaining
necessary concrete works, block works
and execute all finishing, stone cladding
and MEP Works. 



UPDATES FROM THE FIELD

Newly Awarded Projects

The Viva Bahriya Towers 14 & 15 Project
consists of two residential towers in Viva
Bahriya, Pearl, Doha, Qatar with a built
up area of 90,000 m2.

Each tower consists of two levels of car
parking, four chalets, a ground floor with
landscaped areas and swimming pools,
23 floors of studio apartments, one
bedroom apartments, two-bedroom
apartments, three-bedroom apartments,
general and common areas, three roof
levels of mechanical floors, and a roof
dome.

MAN Enterprise’s scope is the turnkey
construction including testing and
commissioning for both Tower 14 with
234 apartments and chalets and Tower 15
comprising 235 apartments and chalets,
completing the reinforced concrete
structure, and all the façade works
and finishing.

Metrix Qatar’s scope of work includes
the complete electro-mechanical works,
external hard and soft landscaping
including pools and water features,
parking signage and road markings,
vertical transportation such as elevators,
waste disposals and garbage chutes,
internal and external services such as
lighting, hot and cold water installation,
a fire suppression system, plumbing and
sanitary-foul and surface water, and an
irrigation system connected to authority
mains for a complete and operative
building.

VIVA BAHRIAH TOWERS 
14 & 15 AT THE PEARL 
DOHA, QATAR

General Contractor:
MAN Enterprise 

Client: Al Arrab Trading and Contracting 
Company

Consultant: Shaker Consultancy Group

MEP Contractor:Metrix Qatar

Duration: 24 months

Start Date: April 2016
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Handed Over Projects

The Ambassador Heights Residences is
a residential development located off
Independence Avenue near the
Mövenpick Ambassador Hotel in Accra,
Ghana. The project is a design-build of
18 high-end residential villas known
as city homes. The scope included
design, enabling, architectural,
structural, and electro-mechanical
works.

After a year and half, MAN Enterprise
Ghana was proud to hand over the
Ambassador Heights Project on February
15, 2016, to the client KHI Ghana 01. 

MOEVENPICK 
AMBASSADOR HEIGHTS
ACCRA, GHANA

General Contractor:
MAN Enterprise 



UPDATES FROM THE FIELD

Located in the Beirut Central District, the
most prominent residential area in
Lebanon, Beirut Terraces is surrounded by a
waterfront, prestigious residences, green
pedestrian corridors to the sea, and a
renowned hotel district. Designed by
Swiss architects Herzog & DeMeuron,
developed by Benchmark, and built by
MAN Enterprise, the Beirut Terraces mark
the introduction of the first-ever vertical
village concept in the region.

The plot area is about 5,000m2. The built-up
area is 100,000 m2 spread over 27 floors,
and six basements. 

Many new technologies were incorporated
within the project, such as U-boot structural
slabs, composite column structures,
special aluminum minimal profiles, giant
glass panels, round ducts, and green walls,
among others.

BEIRUT TERRACES
BEIRUT, LEBANON

General Contractor:
MAN Enterprise 

Handed Over Projects

COMPOSITE COLUMNS U-BOOT COMPOSITE SLAB
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Tecman Industry’s scope of work:

The wood and steel works throughout
the project were achieved by Tecman
Industry. Thousands of doors, closets,
and pantries with high-end finishes
were produced and installed. Special
requirements from tenants for each
individual apartment were implemented
to their satisfaction. 



UPDATES FROM THE FIELD

The ABC Verdun is designed to be a
landmark shopping mall in the heart
of Beirut. ABC Verdun is a lifestyle
destination offering a mood of con-
viviality and warmth while enhancing
community life. A village within a city,
it will serve as a family refuge against
the backdrop of Lebanon’s capital.

The construction work includes all
related infrastructure, external works,
and the handing over of the project on
a core and shell basis. The substructure
consists of six basements mainly
composed of underground parking and
service areas, with the first basement
combined of both retail and service
areas for a built-up area of approxi-
mately 83,000 m2. The superstructure
includes a ground floor, levels F1, F2, F3,
F4, level F4 mezzanine, and a cinema for a

installed. Exterior stone cladding works are
now launched and the landscaping works
are procured and shop drawings are being
completed.

ABC VERDUN
BEIRUT, LEBANON

Ongoing Projects

built-up area of approximately 63,900 m2.
The shopping mall includes retail units
of different sizes, the multi-level ABC
Department Store, movie theaters at the
top level with hosting screens, 6m and
9m high entertainment areas encom-
passed within a food and beverage
zone, and outdoor seating areas.

Concrete Works are completed, MEP Works:
embedded Works, high level piping,
firefighting systems, cables trays, and
ducting works almost completed
whereas plant and equipment are to be
delivered and installed. All 55 project
escalators are set out of conveying
systems. Masonry and plaster works are
completed. Works are launched and in
progress in B1. Architectural works are
to start soon, steel works being
completed, aluminum and glass are to be



Shortly after I graduated from college
in 2010, I started my career with MAN
Enterprise. MAN Enterprise’s reputation
has always been respected and this
was driving me to join the firm. One
always seeks to be the best in their
field and I knew by joining the
company, a leader in the industry, the
bar would be set high.

I started as a site engineer at the I. Sursock
Residence project, a 25 story tower
where I handled finishing and landscaping
activities.

A year later, after the completion of
the project, I was assigned as the
Procurement Engineer at the Head
Office. I was intrigued by this part of the
contracting field; however, my brief site
experience compelled me to request a
transfer to site. Beginning in 2012, I
moved to the Damac project and it was
a huge boost to my career and gave me
additional knowledge. I helped to
execute the project from raft to turnkey
where I handled mobilization, concrete,
finishing, and landscaping works.  I was
also following- up the procurement
process from site.   

At the beginning of 2015,  I  was
promoted to Section Engineer. In August
of 2015, after handing over the Damac
project, I was transferred to the Sama
Beirut project to handle finishing works
from B6 to F13 which was comprised of
basements activities, landscaping, main
entrance finishing works, and the core
and shell work for 11 office floors. 

In January of 2016, I was appointed as
Procurement Officer at the Head Office
where my current challenge is handling
the procurement for ongoing projects.
Returning to this department is very
rewarding for my career where I’m
widening my financial acumen skills.

Having reached my seventh year with
MAN Enterprise, I can truly say that there
have been rewarding challenges. The
company has given me a strong base,
wide experience, and developed my
passion for the engineering field. 

My journey with Tecman Industry
started in 2008 when I was a fresh
graduate in the Human Resources
Department. My responsibilities were
limited to assistance level HR tasks
such as recruiting, training, and
development.  

With time, I became the Training and
Development Coordinator responsible
for identifying the areas of weakness
among employees and providing
training sessions conducted by ex-
perienced and renowned instructors. 

By 2011, I was promoted to Recruitment
Coordinator, therefore having a greater
opportunity to help Tecman Industry by
recruiting skillful and diligent manpower
reflecting the culture and vision of our
beloved company.

In 2012, I had the challenge of being
designated as the Human Resources
Coordinator, exposing me to wider
responsibilities in this domain. I had the
chance to utilize a variety of skills and
competencies acquired over the past
years. 

Currently, I am the Management
Representative for the implementation
of ISO 9001 standards. 

I feel very lucky to be a member of
this family where I am able to use my
knowledge and experience to face daily
challenges and build a promising
future. 

I remain loyal and grateful to Tecman
Industry. 

I was first introduced to MAN Enterprise
in 2003 from the City Mall project in
Beirut, where I was working as a Client
Representative. The commitment and
the enthusiasm of the MAN Enterprise
project team encouraged me to join
this energetic, ambitious company.

In late 2005, I joined MAN Enterprise
Qatar as a Senior Electrical Engineer in
the Amwal Tower project. My first
challenges were the time line of the
project and dealing with multinational
project teams.   

Having succeeded in the challenge of
the Amwal Tower, I  moved to the
Aljazeera Tower then to Porto-Arabia, a
prestigious project on Pearl Island. 

In late 2007, I was assigned as the
Electrical Project Manager for the Science
& Technology Park project, a large scale
infra-structure project in Qatar Foundation
- Education City. In 2009, I joined
Metrix team as the MEP Project Manager
for the National Convention Center Car
Park project, a high end car park and the
first of its kind in Qatar. 

In 2011, I was assigned as the MEP Project
Manager for two infrastructure projects,
the Infrastructure Priority Package and
the North Side Wide Infrastructure
project.

Currently, I am managing two projects:
the West Car Park, a first class VIP parking
lot, and Oxygen Park, a unique open
space park within the Education City.
Both projects are in the final handing-
over stage.

Throughout my 11 years of experience
with MAN Enterprise and Metrix, I have
faced many construction site challenges
and it has enriched both my technical and
managerial experience. With the support
of management team in Qatar and
Beirut Head Office, we are now one of
the most respected MEP contractors in
Qatar. I feel proud to be part of MAN
Group.

Hanna 
Abi Saab

Nadine 
Moufarrej

PROCUREMENT 
OFFICER

MAN Enterprise Lebanon

HR 
COORDINATOR

Tecman Industry

Abdel Karim
Dergham

MEP PROJECT 
MANAGER

Metrix Qatar

MEET THE TEAM
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“I am impressed with what you have accomplished in terms of
Lean implementation.  This is a huge differentiator and will
surely take you to the next level.”

F.H - AUB Professor

“The latest innovations and implementations that you are work-
ing on will make you the leaders in Lebanon and the region, and
at the level of the top 1% of construction companies in the US.”

M.A - Arizona State University Professor and Data Scientist

“We are glad to see how MAN is continuously improving, and we
will support them whenever needed.”

B.M - Owner Representative

“This new system ensures proper and continual communication
between all project team members, and therefore, improves
teamwork. It also increases visibility – all project information
that is difficult to capture in one person’s mind is now available
through this system.”

W.C - Project Director

“I have always envisioned a workplace such as this.  You have
now created a system which exploits the full capabilities of each
employee.”

C.R  - Foreman

Lean Construction
The MAN Way
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Aiming to always being pioneers in the adoption of the latest practices in the
construction industry, we have decided to act, and benefit from the improvements
that new systems and technologies can bring to our operations.

We have therefore decided to start by understanding our potential and areas of  
strength, set priorities and act upon them.

In order to achieve the above, an internal
team of managers and operation
engineers were assigned by the
company to research and implement
the Business Improvement Program
(BIP), and optimize the way we deliver
projects – The MAN Way.

The priorities that we set and which we
have started to act upon are the following;
standardizing and optimizing our
processes, creating an integrated and
transparent data and performance-
management system using the relevant
technologies and software, improving
talent development and harvesting
innovations.

The chart below categorizes the current
transformational initiatives; each of
these initiatives is essential, however
there is a special emphasis on Lean
implementation in this article, since its
impact is immediate as it reaches the
largest number of employees and
stakeholders.

ngineering and Construction companies suffer from low margins and relatively low productivity, which is a result
of the industry’s traditional operating model that is not as efficient as it could be.

Many of the optimization tools and systems that other industries adopted decades ago are only now becoming
widespread in the construction sector; manufacturing companies had already spent billions of dollars to implement
improvement programs in order to decrease their waste by just a few percentage points, while construction companies,
with their high level of waste, weren’t attempting a serious enhancement.

Introduction

MANUFACTURING

Value Added Activity
Support Activity
Non-Value Added Activity 

CONSTRUCTION

Value Added Activity
Support Activity
Non-Value Added Activity 

62%

33%

57%

10%

12%

26%

E

Lean Organization

LEAN
IMPLEMENTATION

PROCESSES &
PROCEDURES

TECHNOLOGICAL
IMPROVEMENT

CONTINUAL
LEARNING

Lean Construction

Processes

Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs)

ERP Software

Building Information
Management (BIM)

A Process for
Continual Learning

A Culture of
Innovation

COMPARISON BETWEEN MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTION PROCESS EFFICIENCY 
Source: Construction Industry Institute

CURRENT TRANSFORMATIONAL INITIATIVES
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LEAN IMPLEMENTATION 

LEAN ORGANIZATION

At the core of the initiative is the goal of
creating a culture built on a philosophy
of becoming more value driven. This will
be achieved by creating a collaborative
and learning organization that will
engage customer trust as shown in the
illustrations.

In order to achieve this target, MAN has
been inspired by the 4P model of
Toyota. 

Toyota organizes their 14 key principles
into four sections which are detailed in
the figure below:

• Long-Term Philosophy
• Processes
• People and Partners
• Continual Root Problem Solving

Multi Lateral
relational 

trusting

Adversarial
bilateral
no trust

Short Term
Planning

Work pulled
into

production

CPM

Work Pushed
into production

Optimize the
piece

Collaborative

Seeking
Learning

Command
& Control

Divide & Rule

The New Collaborative WayThe Old Confrontational Way

Value
Driven

ProÞt
Driven

OrganizationOrganization

Commercial termsCommercial terms Operating SystemOperating System

Continual learning & improving
Physically investigate to understand the problem
Make decision by consensus and implement rapidly

❏
❏
❏

✓
✓
✓

Create process flow to surface problems
Standardize tasks for continuous improvement
Stop when there is a quality problem
Level out the workload
Use visual control so no problems are hidden

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Grow Leaders who live the philosophy
Respect, develop and challenge your people and team
Respect challenge and help your suppliers/sub-contractors

❏
❏
❏

✓
✓
✓

Base management decisions on a long-term philosophy❏✓PHILOSOPHY
Long term thinking

PROCESS
Eliminate waste

PEOPLE AND
PARTNERS

Respect, challenge,
and develop them

PROBLEM
SOLVING

THE 4P MODE
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LEAN CONSTRUCTION 

Overview

Lean production started in 1950. It was
invented by Toyota and adapted for
construction by researchers associated
with the International Group for Lean
Construction (IGLC).

Lean construction, as a philosophy and
a set of principles, was introduced to
construction in order to maximize
customer value through waste reduction
and continuous improvement.

Case studies have reported a 20% to
30% reduction in construction time, a
5% to 12% reduction in cost, and an
increase in client satisfaction for projects
implementing Lean construction.

Implemented Elements

A pilot implementation, in addition to
other implementations, has already
taken place on construction sites:
DAMAC Tower Residences/finishing
phase, ABC Verdun Mall, District S
Residences project in Lebanon, and the
Logistic City project in Qatar.

Below is a selection of the key system
elements that were developed and
implemented to date in addition to an
overview of their benefits and pictures
from the workplace.

The Last Planner System
The Last Planner System (LPS) is a
production planning and control system
invented and successfully applied in
firms and construction companies. It is
based on the concept of Lean production. 

The War Room
The War Room is where the teams meet
on a weekly basis.  It is a place where the
communication board and the project
dashboard are posted.

Waste Walks
A form including the 8 wastes is placed
in the common hall of each project.

Each employee is encouraged to identify
waste in their daily work and pin them
on the board.

Other employees are then encouraged
to provide suggestions for solutions for
the waste and pin them on the form. In
the weekly meeting, the recurring waste
and potential solutions are discussed
and corrective action is taken.

THE 8 WASTES

THE LAST PLANNER SYSTEM PROJECT DASHBOARD AND COMMUNICATION BOARD
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Visual Management
This element provides real-time visual
information on the project status. It
allows employees at all levels to under-
stand their influence on the project’s
overall per formance and inspire
improvement.

The Project Communication 
Board
The board was developed to com-
municate the implemented processes,
systems, tools, techniques and their
benefits, in addition to any other up-
dates.

The Project Dashboard
The dashboard is used to communicate
the site Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) and make it attainable for all
levels.

The Weekly Review and Planning
The site team meets once a week in the
War Room to review the last week’s
performance, collaboratively plan the
week, and discuss the resolution of the
identified constraints.

All team members are involved in the
planning from foremen to project
managers, in addition to subcontractor
representatives. 

Plans are registered as “promises” on a
weekly work log and are tracked
throughout the week.

Daily Huddles
These sessions are conducted in the
mornings between the site engineers,
foremen, and their teams.

The engineer communicates the results
of the previous day as well as the plan
for that day.

Responsibilities are given to each unit
and the teams are commissioned.  Once
a  month ,  a  sa fe ty  induc t ion  i s
conducted for all teams at once.

The Project Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs)
The KPIs are accessible to all project staff
and cover time, cost, quality and safety
to keep everyone involved and informed
about the project performance and
aware of any pending issues.  

Other System Elements
In addition to the above, other system
elements have been developed and
implemented:

- Location based schedules
- Risk registers 
- Action lists
- Weekly work plans
- Visual schedules and milestones
- Threats and opportunity logs
- Safety review and planning sessions

WEEKLY COLLABORATIVE PLANNING SESSION

WEEKLY REVIEW AND PLANNING MEETINGPROJECT KPIS DASHBOARD

DAILY HUDDLE AND TOOLBOX MEETINGPROJECTS WHERE LEAN WAS INTRODUCED
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PROCESSES 
AND PROCEDURES

Overview

In conjunction with the new Lean
implementation, the company processes
are being mapped and reviewed. The
main questions to be considered:

• How can the processes be designed to
ensure automatic and seamless flow of
information and eliminate non-value
adding activities and bottlenecks? 
• How can responsibilities and account-
abilities be distributed to ensure that
the right people are in the correct
place with the needed skill set?
• What Key Performance Indicators
should be tracked for each process to
ensure top performance and continual
improvement in all divisions?

The final material will form the company’s
improved processes and procedures,
and will be continuously challenged
and improved to reach business
excellence.

Processes

• Most of the major processes in the
company are mapped
• The project management processes
are developed in accordance with the
project management knowledge
(PMBOK5)
• Inefficiencies and non-value adding
process steps and bottlenecks are
identified
• Improvement opportunities have been
highlighted
• Multiple sessions are being held with
the relevant stakeholders in order to
draft the new set of improved
processes

Key Performance Indicators -
KPIs

KPIs are designed from the bottom up
as demonstrated in the KPI tree. Projects
report KPIs related to various functions
which are consolidated along the
hierarchy. 

To accomplish the vision and strategy,
the KPIs are measured across the four
dimensions of the balanced scorecard,
as shown in the illustration.

SAMPLE PROCESS FLOW CHART

KPI's TREE

BALANCED SCORECARDCOMMUNICATION AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS
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CONTINUAL LEARNING 

“I never teach my pupils; I only
provide the conditions in which
they can learn.”

Albert Einstein

At its core, MAN Enterprise believes in
the continual education of its employees.
Perhaps that originates from our
Chairman having once been a University
Professor. 

A Process for Continual 
Learning 

MAN has chosen to supplement its
systematic trainings with other potential
solutions for continual learning; the
online courses/learning is being
currently evaluated.

After having taken trainings/courses, the
teams with similar roles would conduct
workshops in order to strategize and
assess how their  work could be
improved by adopting what they have
learnt; in this manner the innovation
would come from the specialists on the
ground.

A Culture of Innovation

“Learning and Innovation go hand
in hand. The arrogance of success is
to think that what you did yesterday
will be sufficient for tomorrow.”

William Pollard

While innovation used to be considered
only by the directors of the company, it
has now been embraced at all levels.

Any  member  w i th  an  idea  fo r
improvement within their field can
propose the idea along with a list of
potential benefits. It is then forwarded
to management to be reviewed and
possibly implemented.

ONLINE COURSES FROM LEADING UNIVERSITIES



IN FOCUS

Technological Improvement

ERP Software

While still mostly unheard of in Lebanon,
MAN Enterprise is implementing a full-
scale ERP software (Enterprise Resource
Planning) in order to build an integrated
and transparent data management
system and manage its business
processes in the Cloud.

ERP is an online software that employees
use to streamline processes and
consolidate data. Users login from a
computer at any location using a user-
name and password. The user will then
be connected to all responsibilities
online.

Having an ERP will increase visibility
through live KPI reporting and auto-
matic scheduled reporting.

It is the company’s vision to become the
most technologically advanced
construction company in the Middle
East.

SAMPLE ERP AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED DASHBOARD

ERP SOFTWARE FEATURES
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Building Information 
Management

MAN has started utilizing BIM in a
number of projects in Qatar and
Lebanon. Here below 3D images
produced using Revit software taken
from the ABC Verdun 3D-model.

The model was analyzed in Navis works
and BIM 360 to detect clashes, issue RFIs,
visualize the project, issue shop
drawings, and extract quantities. In the
future, BIM will be used to manage time,
perform the Last Planner System, and
manage cost and procurement.

BIM will transform the way we deliver
projects, collaboratively addressing
technical solutions with the architect
and strategic planning with the site
team. This will definitely assist us in
delivering waste-free projects to the
client.



IN FOCUS

Collaborations 
and Publications

In lieu of the listed accomplishments,
and specifically Lean Implementation,
MAN Enterprise started a collaboration
with AUB, a leading university in the
Middle East, and more precisely with
professors from the Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering.

To date, the two organizations
have co-authored a paper which
will be published and presented in
the International Group for Lean
Construction - IGLC - 2016 Conference
in Boston, USA.

The paper is titled “The First Extensive
Implementation of Lean and LPS in
Lebanon: Results and Reflections.” It
describes what MAN Enterprise
has accomplished in terms of
adoption and implementation of
Lean Construction on one of our
largest projects, ABC Verdun Project,
and which is a premiere in Lebanon.
This paper also describes the
challenges, learnings, additional
improvement opportunities and
next steps.

We are looking forward to more
positive outcomes and other
significant publications from the
new collaboration with AUB and
IGLC.

A SNAPSHOT OF THE AUB-MAN PAPER
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PRESS ECHOES

L'Orient Le Jour | 12-04-2016

An Nahar | 07-04-2016

Lebanon Opportunities | 05-2016



Job descriptions, competency-based
recruitment, and interviewing tactics
were covered during the two-day
training which involved role playing
and interactive activities.

This course provided training with
regard to assessing fire risks and imple-
menting fire controls. Moreover, it
directed the four participants on how to
lead their teams and take proper action
during emergencies. The topics included
the use of fire doors, clearing fire exits,
fire extinguishers, reporting faulty
emergency lighting and fire alarms,
certifying safe escape routes, and
properly placing fire safety signs.

JOB DESCRIPTION, COMPE-
TENCY-BASED RECRUITMENT
AND INTERVIEWING 
FEBRUARY 11 AND 18, 2016
BEIRUT, LEBANON

MAN Enterprise Lebanon held its 18th

Management Review Meeting, part of
the ISO 9001 Quality Management
System, on May 10, 2016, at MAN’s
Conference Hall in Sin El Fil. The meeting
hosted 38 managerial level attendees
and lasted approximately five hours. The
agenda included the opening statement
by the Chairman, a speech by the Area
General Manager of MAN Lebanon, and
presentations by Operations, Planning,
Estimation, Procurement and the
Business Development Department. 

During the meeting, management
emphasized the necessity of adjusting
the company's business model in light
of the major changes in the economical
and political situation worldwide.
Furthermore, they reminded the attendees
of the importance of improving the
company’s processes and organization
during the actual deflation period so
that all would be ready when the
circumstances improved.  

MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
MEETING  
MAY 10, 2016 
BEIRUT, LEBANON

Eight employees from MAN Enterprise
Qatar attended the Authorized Gas
Testing where they learned how to
perform tests for oxygen, flammable
and toxic gases, ensure safe working
conditions in particular areas such as
confined spaces, and monitor atmos-
pheric conditions at the entrance of
confined spaces.

AUTHORIZED GAS TESTING  
DECEMBER 24, 2015, JANUARY 18, 
2016, AND JANUARY 24, 2016
DOHA, QATAR

FIRE MARSHAL COURSE  
DECEMBER 5 AND 29, 2015 � 
DOHA, QATAR

BASIC TOWER CRANE 
ERECTION AND DISMANTLING 
SAFETY AWARENESS COURSE  
JANUARY 2, 2016 - DOHA, QATAR

The Basic Tower Crane Erection and
Dismantling Safety Awareness Course
taught four MAN employees how to
perform on-site tower crane inspections,
prepare the erection of tower cranes
safely, and assemble, dismantle, maintain,
and trouble-shoot.   

MAN ENTERPRISE  |  LEBANON MAN ENTERPRISE  | QATAR

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Trainings
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SCAFFOLDING INSPECTOR   
JANUARY 21, 2016, FEBRUARY 4, 
2016, AND MARCH 10, 2016 
DOHA, QATAR

Five participants attended the course
which focused on the methodology for
the safe erection of scaffolding. It
covered the inspection and monitoring
of scaffolds through the entire building
process, overseeing the erection of the
scaffold, conducting the final inspection
of the scaffold prior to initial occupation
for use, and giving refresher training to
the scaffold erectors and users.

CONFINED SPACE 
SUPERVISOR 
MARCH 13 AND 23, 2016 
BEIRUT, LEBANON

The course provided awareness of the
hazards and requirements associated
with entering confined spaces on the
construction site. Four employees
attended the training.

AUTODESK REVIT 
ARCHITECTURE  
MARCH 20, 2016 - DOHA, QATAR

This course reviewed the Revit building
design software specifically built for
Building Information Modeling (BIM),
including tools and features for archi-
tectural design, MEP and structural
engineering. This software enables
coordination between all the disciplines.
One attendee was chosen to attend the
training.

EMERGENCY FIRST AID WITH
CPR AND AED    
MARCH 22, 2016  - DOHA, QATAR

During construction, operatives are
exposed to the risk of injury that requires
immediate intervention and support.
The training reviewed necessary
techniques and procedures relevant to
on-the-job injuries providing emergency
treatment and calling on professional
help when needed.  In addition, the first
aid kit and emergency assessment were
discussed. Ten participants attended the
course.

    

Promotion

Paul Bou Rjeily joined MAN
Enterprise Ltd. in January of
2006 and has managed various
projects as Operation Manager.
He was promoted to General
Manager for Tecman Industry
in March 2016.

Paul Bou Rjeily



The ESIB Job Fair was held on March 1,
2016 at the ESIB Campus. 

Delegates represented MAN Group at
the event. The delegates conducted
brief on-the-spot interviews with the
students. 

ESIB students showed great interest in
MAN Enterprise and were motivated to
join the company, whether for an
internship, "LIFE Program" or to apply for
the Graduate Under-Development
Program.

ESIB JOB FAIR 2016  
MARCH 1, 2016  
MAR ROUKOZ, LEBANON

ACTIVITIES & EVENTS

Job Fairs
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The AUB Job Fair was held on april 14-15, 2016, at the AUB Campus in Beirut. 

Eight delegates represented MAN Group and interacted with more than 280
students and graduates interested in applying for various jobs in MAN Group. Brief
interviews were conducted on the spot.

AUB JOB FAIR 2016  
APRIL 14-15, 2016  
BEIRUT, LEBANON



SOCIAL NEWS

|  MAN Enterprise  |

• Hassan Mustapha, Zeina December 4, 2015

• Michel Raad, Charbel December 17, 2015  

• Antoine Obeid, Yara January 1, 2016   

• Fady Chalhoub, Chloé January 2, 2016

• Issam Madi, Mona January 13, 2016

• Naim Merheb, Rita January 22, 2016

• Simon Nouneh, Rita January 23, 2016

• Selim Abou Mahdi, Christopher February 1, 2016

• Ghadir El Youssef, Sam February 17, 2016

• Joe Jeha, Naï March 7, 2016

• Marwan Lahoud, James March 10, 2016

• Alfredo Alumbro, Venus Randa April 1, 2016

• Elie Asmar, Joe April 13, 2016

|  Tecman Industry  |

• Christiane Manih, Cali November 16, 2015 

• Roy Chiha, Christa-Maria April 21, 2016 

|  MAN Enterprise  |

• Abhin Abraham & Jinu Raju January 6, 2016

• Salu Elias & Jipsa K Joy January 7, 2016

• Fabrienne Sybil Carrillo & Larry C. Dorado Jr. January 9, 2016

• Riju Akkarakunnath & Dilna Kunimal January 11, 2016

• Prasanth Puthenveetil & Isha Prasanth January 27, 2016

• Aditya Kiran More & Arundhati Aditya More February 11, 2016

• Arrop Gopi & Anuha Devi May 4, 2016

Weddings

Newborns
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CERTIFICATES

Best Health Care Facilities Best HSE Project

Environmental Champion Health Champion
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Headquarters:

Ashrafieh, Charles Malek Ave. Sole Center
P.O.Box 16-5611 Beirut-Lebanon
Tel: +961 1 215111
Fax: +961 1 219500
contacts@manenterprise.com 
www.manenterprise.com  

Lebanon Branch:

Ashrafieh, Charles Malek Ave. Sole Center  
P.O.Box 16-5611 Beirut-Lebanon
Tel: +961 1 215111
Fax: +961 1 336222
contacts@manenterprise.com

Qatar Branch:

D Ring Road,  Al Emadi Building, 1st floor
P.O.Box 22373 Doha-Qatar
Tel: +974 4455 3366
Fax: +974 4455 3377
contacts.qa@manenterprise.com

UAE Branch:

Al Mouror Street, East 41, plot C55
Building No P-139, unit M2
Owner; Ali Bin Saif Bin Sultan Al Awani
Abu Dhabi - UAE
Tel: +971 2 64301167
Fax: +971 2 64301176
contacts.ae@manenterprise.com

Ghana Branch:

Mövenpick Ambassador Hotel, Emporium,
Suite 214, 2nd floor
Independence Ave., Ridge – Accra, Ghana
Tel/Fax: +233 30 2669699
contacts.gh@manenterprise.com 

Libya Branch:

Behind Ziglam Mosque, Villa No. 16
Nouflynn Road, Tripoli - Libya
Tel: +218 21 3409561 
Fax: +218 21 3409560
contacts.ly@manenterprise.com

Iraq Branch:

Basra Sports City, Basra-Iraq 
Tel: +964 7714129777
Tel: +964 7714129778
contacts.iq@manenterprise.com

Lebanon Branch:

Ashrafieh, Charles Malek Ave. Sole Center  
P.O.Box 16-5611 Beirut-Lebanon
Tel: +961 1 215111
Fax: +961 1 336222
metrix@metrixmep.com
www.metrixmep.com

Qatar Branch:

D Ring Road, 
Al Emadi Building, 1st floor
P.O.Box: 31382 Doha-Qatar
Tel: +974 4455 3311
Fax: +974 4455 3322

Nahr El-Mot, Industrial Valley
P.O.Box: 90 1980 Jdeideh, Metn-Lebanon 
Tel: +961 1 879111
Fax: +961 1 879222
tecman@tecmanindustry.com
www.tecmanindustry.com

Ashrafieh, Charles Malek Ave. Sole Center  
P.O.Box 16-5611 Beirut-Lebanon
Tel: +961 1 215111
Fax: +961 1 336222
www.tecman.co


